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The plan for today.

Actions
•Overview of educational 

podcasting

• Evaluate Biology Through 
Audio (BioTA) Podcast

•Work through and example

Goals
• Evaluate use of educational 

podcasts.

•Consider how you you 
could use podcasts

•Discussion, brainstorming, 
and sharing ideas

•Working group?



Menti poll: Go to www.menti.com and 
use the code TBA

There will be 2 poll questions today.



Why podcast?
• Economic Botany assignment

Survey of Introductory Biology Students’ Opinions on 

the Pandemic Transition to Crisis Distance Education

J. Phil Gibson, Kristen K. Shelton

JCST, 2021: 12-18.



What is a podcast?
• Personal On-Demand audio device 
• Broadcast like radio using RSS 2.0 technology
Audio Only
• Not vodcasts (short video) or enhanced podcasts (slide show)

Intentionally designed media
• Not a Lecture Recording (aka Profcast)

Engaging audio experience
• Not an audiobook

iPod + broadcast = Podcast



Podcast Features & Affordances Relative to 
Video
• Portable
• Spontaneous
• Ubiquitous
• Personal/Authentic
• Unobtrusive

• Contextual
• Informal
• Low-tech
• Creative
• Low expense

Why podcast?

(Hew 2009, Drew 2017)



Stages of Podcast Production

Idea Script Record Edit

Post
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Breakout Rooms
• Quick introductions, identify reporter
• You will be assigned to a breakout room. 

Breakout group number is your group 
number
• Go to the Jamboard for your group to 

compare and contrast the three podcast 
episodes (Trees, Bloodsucking Vectors, 
Botany of Halloween)

•~15 Minutes
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Breakout Rooms – Share Out
• Quick introductions, identify reporter
• You will be assigned to a breakout room. 

Breakout group number is your group 
number
• Go to the Jamboard for your group to 

compare and contrast the three podcast 
episodes (Trees, Bloodsucking Vectors, 
Botany of Halloween)



# 010: Tree Thinking (Tutorial)
• How to construct and interpret phylogenetic trees
• Diagrams to support episode content are available on 

Canvas

Content Acquisition 
Podcasts

• Short
• Focused
• Single Concept

# 012 Missing Links Episode: Trees (Quick Burst)
• What is wood?
• How do trees grow?



# 004: Bloodsucking Vectors (Interview)
• What are disease vectors
• Arthropod diversity
• Disease ecology

Narrative Nonfiction 
Podcasts

• Longer
• Interviews
• Stories
• Multiple or Complex Concepts 

# 005 Botany Of Halloween (Storytelling)
• Ethnobotany
• Phytochemistry



Podcast Genres

Genre Length Features
Quick 
Burst 

5-10 minutes • Short, focused information delivery.
• Singular idea or concept.
• Lively, crisp, energetic, and fun.
• Recall and understand.

Tutorial 5-10 minutes • Short, focused explanation.
• Describes sequence of events or tasks.
• Models process and components.
• Explain and apply.

Narrative 40-80 minutes • Storytelling and weaving connections among content.
• Longer, complex topics in non-fictional narration.
• Personal and reflective, shaped with voice and audio 

effects.
• Analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Chat Show 20-60 minutes • Conversation or interviews with terminology and ideas 
in context.

• Gateway to complex or controversial topics.
• Personal with opportunities for engagement, humor, 

and emotion.
• Analysis, synthesis, and comparison.
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(Drew 2017)



Incorporating Podcasts Into Classes

(Hew 2009)



Incorporating Podcasts Into Classes

(Hew 2009)



Let’s Workshop A Podcast Case 
Study Experience

#004 Bloodsucking Vectors
• Narrative Nonfiction Podcast
• Interview
• Combine with data interpretation activity

Student Learning Outcomes
• Epidemiology they might encounter
• Arthropods they might encounter
• Data interpretation and visualization skills



It’s basically a flipped class.



Ticks!



Chelicerata: Mites and ticks 



Alkishe, A.; Raghavan, R.K.; Peterson, A.T. Likely Geographic Distributional Shifts among
Medically Important Tick Species and Tick-Associated Diseases under Climate Change in North 
America: A Review. Insects 2021, 12, 225.  https://doi.org/10.3390/insects12030225



Figure 2. Summary of the potential 
geographic distributions of eight 
medically important ticks, both at 
present and into the
future (under RCP4.5). Gray 
represents stable suitable areas. 
Red indicates expansion suitable 
areas under future conditions
(dark red = high model agreement, 
light red = low model agreement). 
Blue indicates suitable in current 
time, but not
suitable in future (dark blue = high 
model agreement, light blue = low 
model agreement).

Alkishe, A et al. 2021
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Breakout Rooms
• In your breakout room, go to the new 

Jamboard.
• Discuss what you think the figure shows.
• Devise a sampling strategy you would

use to determine if that is what is
happening.

•~15 Minutes



Figure 7. Geographic distribution of 
Amblyomma maculatum (left) and the 
diseases that it likely transmits in the United 
States (below). Dark pink represents high 
incidence, light pink indicates low 
incidence.
White represents no records.

Alkishe, et al. 2021



Figure 8. Geographic distribution of 
Amblyomma Americanum (upper) and the 
disease that it likely transmits (lower) in the 
United States. Dark pink represents high 
incidence, light pink indicates low 
incidence.  White represents no records.

Alkishe, et al. 2021



Monzon et al. 2016 Genome Biol. Evol. 8(5):1351–1360.



Monzon et al. 2016 Genome Biol. Evol. 8(5):1351–1360.



Discussion
•Questions?
•How can you envision 
using podcasts in your 
teaching?
• Interested in 
collaborating? Let’s keep 
the conversation going.



What We Did Today.

Actions
•Overview of educational 

podcasting

• Evaluate Biology Through 
Audio (BioTA) Podcast

•Work through and example

Goals
• Evaluate use of educational 

podcasts.

•Consider how you you 
could use podcasts

•Discussion, brainstorming, 
and sharing ideas

•Working group?



Biology 
Through 
Audio 
(BioTA) 
Podcast



Podcasts to link lectures 
(audio flipped 
classroom).
Topics related to course 
topic and current events.
Freedom, flexibility, 
access.
Developing additional 
resources.
Comments? Ideas? 
Suggestions?
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